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Abstract 

 

Counsel in the Criminal Proceedings: 

 

 

The objective of our Diploma Thesis is to analyze the currently valid law governing the counsel’s position in the 

criminal proceedings, to evaluate its sufficiency or insufficiency and to provide views and proposals in the sense of ´de 

lege lata´ and ´de lege ferenda´, focusing more in detail upon some partial aspects which are closely related to the counsel’s 

position during the criminal proceedings. 

 

Good quality law system relating to the counsel’s position in the criminal proceedings, his/her process rights and 

obligations is an assumption for meeting the criminal proceedings purpose and is reflected in the possibility to provide to 

the accused efficient legal counselling and thus meet the accused person’s right of defence and fair trial (process) which is 

guaranteed by the Constitution.   

 

The counsel as an actor operating in the criminal proceedings plays a significant role in enforcing the rights and 

justified interests of the accused. The counsellor masters the legal argumentation, strategy and tactics of the defence, is able 

to better formulate ideas, to draw ideas from the experience gained in former law suits, whilst for the accused person 

his/her position is entirely new and unknown, many time it is the first experience in life. The competent counsel balances 

and de facto eliminates inequality between the accused as a layman in law and professional authorities acting in the 

criminal proceedings. The area of defence represents specific agenda; it is a highly professional and competent activity.   

 

Our Diploma Thesis deals in brief with issues of advocacy (Chapter 2) and the right for defence (Chapter 3). The 

core of our Diploma Thesis rests in the analysis of the valid law relating to the counsel’s position in the criminal 

proceedings (Chapter 4), limits of criminal defence (Chapter 5) and strategy and tactics of the defence (Chapter 6).   

 

The end of our Diploma Thesis provides historical comparison of the valid law system concerning the counsel’s 

position in the criminal proceedings (Chapter 7), position of the counsel (Chapter 7), comparison of international law 

governing the counsel’s position in the criminal proceedings, namely comparing the law governing such institute currently 

valid in the United States of America (Chapter 8) and the Summary (Chapter 9).                                            

 

Our Diploma Thesis also pays attention to the counsellor’s function in the proceedings, to the counsel and his/her 

personality, substitution and representation of the counsellor by a junior (trainee) counsellor, right of obligatory defence, 

differentiation between the terms ´to choose an own counsellor´, ´to get an appointed counsellor´ and a counsellor allocated 

by the Czech Chamber of Counsellors. Further on, we analyze issues covering the conduction of defence as such (basic 

rights and obligations of a counsellor, defence of the accused who is imprisoned or held in custody, participation of the 

counsellor in investigation, inspecting the files, studying the files after the investigation is completed, the defence during 

trial). We mention aspects of the relationship between the counsellor and the accused person, as well as ethical issues 

relating to the defence (on the level of the relationship between the counsel and the accused, on the level of the relationship 

between the counsel and the rest of general public and on the level of the own conscience of a counsel). As for limits of the 

criminal defence we deal with the plurality of counsellors, the defence of several accused persons by a single counsel, we 

analyze how much the counsel is bound by his/her client’s instructions, contacts of a counsel with the evidence sources 

apart from the process, external contacts between the counsel and a judge, defence based on a lie, defence of a person who 

is a family member or is close to the accused and own defence of a person through the counsel.       

 

In many places our Diploma Thesis refers to the judicature of the Czech courts (namely that of the CR 

Constitutional Court and the Supreme Court of CR) and to the judicature of the European Court for Human Rights. 


